THE ORDER OF OMEGA

FALL 2023

HIGH HONORS LIST

THE FOLLOWING MEMBERS OF FRATERNITIES AND SORORITIES AT THE UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS AT TYLER HAVE A SEMESTER GPA OF BETWEEN 3.00 AND 3.49 FOR THE SPRING 2023 SEMESTER.

THOSE DENOTED IN GOLD ARE FALL 2023 GRADUATES

THOSE DENOTED WITH AN OMEGA (Ω) BY THEIR NAMES ARE MEMBERS OF THE ORDER

THE PHI GAMMA CHAPTER OFFERS THEIR CONGRATULATIONS.

AVERY ALLEN ATΩ

LINDSEY ANDINO ΔΔΣ

CARESSA BAY ZTA

KYLEE BEGGS AXΩ

Ω AUDREY BINGAMAN ΔΓ

GAVIN BREMER ATΩ

CATORI BRISBIN ΔΓ

CALEIGH BROWN ΔΓ

ETHAN BROWN ATΩ

ABBY BROWN ZTA

LANDRY BRUNER ZTA

RONALD CARNES III ATΩ

MIAH CARRERA ΔΓ
CAMERON CATE AXΩ
GRACEY CRAWFORD ΔΓ
JARED DANIELS ΚΣ
KAYLEE DAVIS ΔΓ
SARA DOVER AXΩ
JOHN ENABOIFO ATΩ
ALYSSA EPP AXΩ
Ω ADDISON EXUM ZTA

FAITH FOSUHENE-APENTENG ΔΑΣ

BRIANA FRIAS ΔΓ
O’KEELIE GARRETT ZTA

XAVIER GILLASPIE ΚΣ

OLIVIA GOERIG ΔΓ

Ω BROOKE HAACK ZTA

EMMA HAMONS ΔΓ

JAYCIE HEFTI ΔΓ

Ω CLAIRE HEIAR ΔΓ

MARK KEELEY FH

KAILA LACY AXΩ

ORLANDO LARA ATΩ

MARIANA LOZANO ZTA

JOSILYN LUPERCIO ZTA

KATELYN MALONE ZTA

ALEXA MANFREDO ZTA

ARMANDO-MARTIN MARTINEZ ΚΣ

EMILY MCDONALD ZTA
Ω HANNAH MEDDERS AXΩ
ADAN MEDINA ATΩ
NATHANIEL MELLOR ATΩ
CARLEY MITCHAMORE ZTA
CADEN MIZE KΣ
SHANTEL MOORE ΔΣΘ
DEMETRI MOORE KΣ
CASEY MUDOH KΣ
ERICK NOCHEZ ATΩ

Ω TAYLOR PAKENHAM ZTA
Ω SYDNEY PARKER AXΩ
Ω ALEXIA PAULING AXΩ
GAVIN PAULL KΣ
JULIANA PEREZ ZTA
NATHANIEL PIETRZYK KΣ
JENNA RAINES AXΩ
ADDISON REEVES ΔΓ
IRIS RIVERA AXΩ
ANGELY RODRIGUEZ ΔΑΣ
CHLOE SCHROEDER ZTA
LAUREL SCHULTZ ZTA
MADISON SCHWARTZ AXΩ
MEGHAN STEWARD AXΩ
EMMA STINSON AXΩ
ZANDER STROMAN KΣ
ROBERT SWARTLEY ATΩ
KASSIDY THOMAS AXΩ
ANA TORRES AXΩ
Ω SAVANNAH TROPP ΔΓ
GRACE TURNER ΔΓ
AKSHITA VANAPAMALA ΔΓ
ARMANDO VILLALOBOS ATΩ
SOPHIE WALLER ΔΓ
Ω GRACY WALTERS ΔΓ
LOGAN WAMPLER ZTA
MCKENNA WEHRMANN ZTA
JAKAYLA WELLS AXΩ
BAYLEE WHITAKER ZTA
JOSHUA WHITE ΚΣ
KRISTEN WILSON AXΩ
KAYLIE WILSON AXΩ
VALENTINA YCAZA ΔΓ